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G-protein coupled receptors (GPCR) represent a family of proteins with significant pharmacological importance, they being involved in the completion of most physiological processes in the

human body. Although it is one of the most studied families of proteins - about a third of the drugs on the market target a member of this receptor family - there are still understudied GPCR

receptors for which no active or selective ligands have been identified. The present work aims to explore the relationship degrees among GPCR members and to classify all human GPCR

receptors based on new approach that allow associations of known GPCR with unstudied members. Thus, innovative binary fingerprints were generated using the 3D protein structures, active

ligands and activation/coupling information of GPCR family. Next, GPCR superfamily were topographical mapped in Kohonen networks and results were analyzed. A set of 29 understudied

GPCR have been found of interest. The results suggest the applicability and potential of this approach to classify understudied GPCRs.

summary

methods

Results and discussions

conclusions

By using the information about the GPCR primary binding site, weighted on the

Gloriam‘s set, human characterized GPCR were classified with high accuracy into

conventional classes and families. Orphans were also accurately classified

according to their class. A set of 30 pairs orphan-characterized GPCR have been

found of interest. The results suggest the applicability and potential of this

approach to classify orphan GPCRs based on the GPCR primary binding site.

References

Amino acid encoding. For each essential amino acid a unique 11-bits length binary fingerprint was generated. The fingerprints were defined based on Venn diagram

classification [1] and other physico-chemical descriptors: Cbeta-branching, Calpha and OH side-chain containing, etc.

Sequence Alingment. The GPCRs sequences were downloaded in FASTA format from IUPHAR database [2] and aligned with T-Coffee bioinformatics package [3] using a

multistep alignment procedure. Amino acids were numbered using the numbering system proposed by Ballesteros and Weinstein in 1995 [4] where the most highly

conserved residue in each helix was assigned a value of 50 preceded by the number of the transmembrane helix.

Binding site definition. Based on the Gloriam’s binding site definition [5], 52 aIDs representing the relevant positions from GPCR primary binding site were labeled in the

sequence alignment. Amino acids which reside in the aIDs and corresponding neighbors were extracted from the sequence alignment and labeled accordingly their type

(binding site residue, neighbor). By replacing the amino acid type with the unique fingerprint, each receptor was described by a 572-biths length binary finger print. The

influence of the binding site environment for each receptor was estimated according to equation (1):

F(aIDi) =  0.5* F(aIDi-1) + F(aIDi) + F(aIDi+1) (1)

Self-organizing map classification. Self-organizing maps were generated with kohonen package [6] in RStudio [7,8]. Each unit has assigned a codebook or weight vector

which has the same dimension as the input space and describes the variables pattern of the enclosed samples (compounds). For a relevant classification of the

receptors, we aim for at least 1 receptor per unit. SOM grid of 5 × 5 units with a hexagonal topology showed the best chemical space coverage and was selected to

analyze the results.

The binding site environment, specific for each receptor, was estimated as exemplified in scheme 1, for an aID filled with tyrosine whose neighbors are glycine and serine (GYS motif).
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Scheme 1 – Estimation of the binding site environment

Pairs of orphan and 

characterized GPCR

Characterized Families 

versus Orphans

GPCR classes Class A
Characterized 

Class A GPCR
Orphan Class A GPCR

Class B
Characterized 

Class B GPCR
Orphan Class B GPCR

Class C
Characterized 

Class C GPCR Orphan Class C GPCR

oGPCR cGPCR oGPCR cGPCR oGPCR cGPCR

BB3 GRPR GPR87 P2Y14 P2RY8 PAR3

GPR42 FFA3 GP132 PAR3 PSYR P2Y12

GPR1 AGT1 GP151 BKRB1 SUCR1 P2Y1

GPR4 LPA6 GP171 P2Y12 LGR4 FSHR

GPR31 HCA2 GP174 LPA6 LGR5 FSHR

GPR33 AGT1 GP183 PTAFR LGR6 FSHR

GPR34 P2Y14 CCRL2 CCR3 GPR157 hBAI1

GPR35 CLTR2 CML1 BKRB1 OXGR1 P2Y4

GPR39 NT1 MTR1L MT1a P2Y10 LPA6

GPR45 CCKB OGR1 PTAFR GPR83 TAC1

Class A

Class B

Class C

Orphan

Characterized

Table I – Orphan-Characterized GPCR pairs selected for study
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